This paper compares binominal size noun constructions in English and French from a contrastive perspective based on analysis of parallel and monolingual corpus data. It is argued that, even though there are structural similarities between the constructions in both languages, there are differences in the frequency of their use and constructional equivalence is only partial. There are differences in terms of premodification potential, which can be explained by typological differences between the two languages. Another difference lies in the formal reflexes and agreement features, which is again in keeping with the typological profiles of both languages. Translation equivalence is also typically only partial and depends on the use (e.g. quantifier versus head use).
Introduction
Binominal syntagms are a type of complex NP attested in many European languages involving two nominal elements which are possibly linked by some linking element, i.e. (determiner) (modifier) NP1 + of/van/von/de/di/Ø + (determiner) (modifier) NP2. This paper will focus on binominal size noun (SN) constructions, in which NP1 is a size noun, and compare them in English and French. Brems (2011) argued that English SN expressions, such as heap(s) of, load(s) of and bunch of synchronically display functional (head versus modifier status) and formal variation (premodification, plural versus singular SN, etc.) . A SN such as bunch can function as a head noun with lexical meaning (1), as a quantifier (2), or as (part of) an evaluative expression (3):
(1) […] a very large bunch of flowers with a neat little card […] (WBO) (2) She is sitting in the kitchen with a bunch of other women from the area (WBO) (3) The report is just a bunch of gobbledygook (Internet) In (1) the of-phrase specifies what the bunch consists of. Bunch here refers to a constellation of flowers tied together at one point. The SN and the referent of NP2 are typically coextensive, i.e. they refer to the same object in reality. The SN can be modified by qualitative adjectives in this use, as in a very large bunch. In (2) a bunch of refers to a quantity of NP2 and can be substituted by a more canonical monomorphemic quantifier such as many. In (3) a bunch of is more concerned with expressing intensified evaluation than with quantification. It is difficult to paraphrase a bunch of by much here. A better paraphrase seems to be 'it really is gobbledygook!'. In both (2) and (3) bunch of functions as a modifier. In addition to these three uses, SNs also appear in ambivalent uses. In Brems (2011) a distinction was made between ambiguous and vague uses. Ambiguous examples allow two distinct readings depending on two contextualizations, as in (4): (4) We had to move loads of furniture and stuff. (WBO) This can either be interpreted as literal loads that have to be carried, or as referring to large quantities of furniture. In vague examples, two layers of meaning interact, but give rise to one global meaning. These examples are typically metaphorical as in (5) Importantly, vague examples do not allow disambiguation. The synchronic variation in form and function was argued to be the result of diachronic grammaticalization processes from an original lexical head noun use to uses with modifier status. The various English SNs looked at were shown to have grammaticalized to various extents. For some expressions, such as a lot of and lots of, the quantifier use has become the near-exclusive one, whereas others, such as pile(s) of have hardly grammaticalized. The following figure from Brems (2011: 203) sets the various English SNs looked at in that study out on a scale of grammaticality representing the synchronic percentages of (evaluative) quantifier uses. Figure 1: Scale of grammaticality (Brems 2011: 203) Interestingly, corpus analyses showed that the various uses of SN expressions display systematic co-selection patterns between the SN and pre-or postnominal collocates (Stubbs 1995) . On the one hand there were collocations between prenominal (sets of) determiners/ adjectives/quantifiers, and on the other hand between SN+ of and the (premodified) NP2. This is why they were argued to be collocationally constrained constructions, i.e. templates in which some positions are predetermined or 'filled in', viz. by collocations. Table 1 sums up the most important ones and gives examples from the corpora. Size noun constructions can be considered to be a cross-linguistic category in that many European languages have them, e.g. Italian (6), Spanish (7), Dutch (8) and German (9), as shown by the following examples drawn from VanDale's translating dictionaries 1 (6) Un sacco di bugie [...] 'a lot/bunch of lies' (7) Silvia y François se habían conocido en un café de París hacía un montón de años. 'Silvia and François met in a café in Paris many years ago' (8) De brave jongen krijgt weer hopen stress.
'The good boy has heaps of stress again' (9) Das kostet eine Menge Geld.
'It costs a lot of money'
In this paper I want to focus on comparing English and French SN expressions. Both languages seem to have constructions that are structurally and functionally similar. Whereas the linking particle in English is of, it is de in French:
(10) Assis sur un tas de sable, il passait et repassait la pierre sur le vif.
(FT) 'on a pile of sand' (11) Votre époux ne vous a, à aucun moment, témoigné le moindre brin de jalousie? (FT) 'not the slightest whiff/hint of jealousy' (12) Le premier ministre s'est récemment vanté de sa campagne publicitaire, Avantage Canada, qui n'est rien d'autre qu'un ramassis de platitudes. (FT) 'nothing but a bunch of platitudes'
There have not been that many detailed (contrastive) studies on SN constructions (but see Buvet 1993 , Benninger 2001 , Foolen 2004 and Brems & Verveckken 2008 WBO is a 57 million word synchronic corpus containing spoken and written English mainly from the 1990s onwards, from different regions and registers. The English data are either American or British depending on the case study at hand.
Parallel data come from the open access corpus OPUS (http://opus.lingfil.uu.se/), more specifically the europarl and opensubtitles subcorpora. The first one contains transcriptions from debates in the European Parliament and on the whole has a more formal streak, whereas the second one consists of subtitles of movies and TV series and often include more informal conversational discourse. It should be noted that it is not always clear which language was the original source language. The parallel corpus investigations are quite limited in scope and not bi-directional.
The monolingual analyses should yield detailed insights into how both constructions work in both languages and can hence inform us on their potential constructional equivalence. Do SN constructions have the same range of uses across these two languages, i.e. head, quantifier and evaluative, or will additional uses crop up? Discoursal features such as genre restrictions and polarity sensitivity will be studied. Formal characteristics will be checked, such as types of premodifiers in NP1, NP2 collocates, concord patterns and the preference of singular and plural forms of the SN in the various constructional uses. In French, as opposed to English, determiners and adjectives agree with the noun they modify in number and gender. As is well-known adjective placement is different in French and English as well in the sense that it is typically postnominal in French and prenominal in English (cf. Quirk et al. 1985 , Grevisse & Gosse 2010 .
Obviously, in comparing two monolingual corpora one is faced with the problem of comparability. As indicated above, I have tried to bypass this by looking at French data from different levels of formality, so as to warrant comparison with the data from WBO.
The parallel corpus data make it possible to assess translation equivalence. Are English SN expressions translated by French ones or are different strategies used. Is it, for instance, more likely that quantifier uses of SN expressions are more frequently translated by a SN expression or not? For multilingual analysis the potential existence of socalled translation universals should be taken into account, i.e. is translated text characterized by 'universal' tendencies such as explicitation and simplification? If so, this would mean that translated French and English, in our case, are non-authentic varieties of the languages being studied and results of this type of corpus analysis should be taken with a grain of salt. See e.g. Baker (1993) and Mauranen & Kujamäki (2004) for more information about the existence of translation universals. In addition, when analysing the subtitles data it has to be taken into account that other concerns than translation equivalence are at stake, such as restrictions on the number of characters of the translations (see Guillot 2010) . A last word of caution pertains to the fact that the varieties of English represented in both parallel data sets are restricted. As for the European Parliament there are obvious restrictions (in the sense that it will contain European varieties of English only), and for the subtitles corpus it is often impossible to figure out the regional variety.
Case studies 3.1 Tas de/d' and heap(s) of
The hypothesis behind this case study is that because of their similarity in source semantics and the fact that they both occur in the binominal construction defined earlier, tas and heap(s) might also be functionally equivalent in both languages. In the Oxford English Dictionary (OED) heap is defined as "A collection of things lying one upon another so as to form an elevated mass" as well as "A large number or quantity" in colloquial English. This indicates that in English it can combine with count and uncountable nouns. The Trésor de la Langue française informatisée (TLFi) defines tas as " accumulation d'une matière, de choses de même nature ou de nature différente, arrangées avec ou sans ordre et placées les unes sur les autres" and "Terme de quantification: fam. Un tas de/des tas de + subst. ". For tas de I relied on the morphological form of determiners and such to tell the difference between the singular and plural form.
An exhaustive sample of 282 instances was extracted from FT, which was complemented by an exhaustive one of 24 hits from YCCQA.
To match this, a random sample of 306 instances was extracted from the British subcorpora of WBO. Tables 2 and 3 summarize the frequency with which the various constructional uses are attested in the monolingual data sets. (2) heap (1) load (1) mass (1) mound (1) zero (1) lot (8) host (4) range (3) all (1) all kinds of (1) heavy (1) load (1) many (1) much (1) number (1) pile (1) raft (1) reams (1) variety (1) zero (1) load (1) non-binominal (1) (in tatters) Especially in the quantifier uses there is quite a lot of variation. In addition to translations by means of SN expressions, we also found more canonical quantifiers such as many and much, type noun expressions such as all kinds of and adjectives with scalar semantics such as heavy. In some cases the SN expression remained untranslated, i.e. zero. Heap(s) of are never used as a translation for the quantifier use, but pile(s) of are to some extent. Lot(s) of occur most frequently. The head use and evaluative use were typically translated by means of SN expressions, in one case by means of heap of, but not in a binominal construction with of. In that example the French expression tas de fumier was translated as dung heap. (1) lot (2) amount (1) load (1) lots (1) many (1) masses (1) much (1) multitude (1) numbers (1) pile (1) piles (1) plenty (1) zero (1) scrapheaps (1) 3.2 Handful(s) of and poignée(s) de For this case study a random sample of 150 instances of handful(s) of was extracted from the British subcorpora of WBO, of which 140 were singular and 10 were plural. For French a random sample of 150 instances of poignéee(s) de from FT de yielded 128 singular forms and 22 plural ones. The monolingual corpus analysis revealed that the English and French expression behave very similarly. There is a majority of quantifier uses for the singular forms. Handful of has 86.4% compared to 50% for handfuls of. Poignée de has 49.2% and poignées de has 13.6%. The relatively higher percentage of head noun uses for poignée de can be explained by the fact that frequent fixed expressions like poignée de porte ('door handle') and poignée de main ('handshake') were classified as head noun uses as well. The head noun uses often contain contextual clues which make it easy to recognize them. NP2 collocates are typically concrete and the SNs can be premodified, as in (49). There are some productive patterns in French referring to measurements of time, e.g. poignée d'heures/de minutes, etc. The number of ambiguous uses, typically with singular forms, is fairly similar for French and English, i.e. 6.7% and 8.6% respectively.
(58) Je ne voudrais surtout pas rater leur lente avancée dans le port, un mouchoir sur la tête pour me protéger du soleil, une poignée d'amandes grillées pour traverser le temps, (FT) 'a handful of grilled almonds'
(59) When I returned, I brought more cushions and a blanket, a bottle of wine and a handful of raisins for the ferret who accompanied me.
There are also some evaluative uses with negative NP2s, especially in French. The parallel corpus data yield 20 examples of singular handful of, all of which are quantifier uses. It is translated by poignée de 8 times, quelques 8 times, certaines once and remains untranslated 3 times.
(61) Accordingly, we have confined ourselves to a handful of issues and I only intend to pick out two particular aspects. En conséquence, nous avons limité nos réflexions à quelques éléments et je me concentrerai ici uniquement sur deux points.
(62) For example, there are environmental hazards which arise only in particular Member States, and perhaps only for a handful of producers in those States. Il y a des risques environnementaux qui n'existent que dans certains États membres ou qui ne concernent que certaines productions spécifiques. (Europarl)
The literal translations handful and poignée hence seem to be quite similar both in terms of constructional versatility and translational equivalence.
Whiff of and brin de
Unlike the previous two items studied, brin and whiff both refer to small quantities. They do not have the same referential meaning, but might be functional equivalents as small size nouns (see Brems 2007) . Tables 6 and 7 give an overview of the token frequencies and percentages of uses for the singular and plural SNs. It seems that the singular forms function as quantifier more easily, even though the percentages are still quite low, e.g. (63) and (64), which is typical for so-called small SNs. Plural forms as in (65) and (66) In the various uses the indefinite article is most common, e.g. (63), (64), (68), (69), (70), but in the head noun use and vague use we do find more variation and premodifying adjectives, as illustrated by (66), (67), (68) (77) Some this morning will detect the whiff of hypocrisy; but it is not actually hypocrisy, it is the smell of fear: fear that public support for the whole EU project will finally collapse if Turkish entry is pursued. Ce matin, d'aucuns auront senti l'hypocrisie, mais il ne s'agit pas d'hypocrisie, en fait, c'est l'odeur de la peur : la peur que le soutien des citoyens en faveur de l'ensemble du projet européen finisse par s'écrouler si l'on tente tout à fait sérieusement de faire entrer la Turquie. (Europarl) (78) I turn now to the discharge for Parliament's budget, where Parliament must be especially careful to avoid the least whiff of the suggestion that it might treat its own funds with less rigour than it treats those of others. J'en viens à la décharge du budget du Parlement. Sur ce point, le Parlement doit être particulièrement prudent pour éviter toute rumeur selon laquelle il pourrait se montrer moins strict au sujet de ses propres crédits qu'avec ceux attribués à d'autres. (Europarl)
It hence seems that the source semantics of both SNs make it difficult for them to be translational equivalents especially in head and vague uses.
Conclusions and prospects for future research
The case studies of a selection of English and French SNs have to some extent answered the questions to do with the constructional and translational equivalence set out in Section 2. Constructional equivalence seems to be partial. Within the binominal set-up there are differences in terms of premodification potential, which can be explained by the fact that English NPs allow for extensive prenominal premodification whereas French typically has postnominal modifiers. In addition, whereas in English evaluative quantifier uses were mostly restricted to singular forms of the SNs, we saw that plural tas de for instance could also express evaluative meaning. Finally, another difference lies in the formal reflexes and agreement features, which is again in keeping with the typological profiles of both languages. The parallel corpus data revealed that translation equivalence is also typically only partial at best. In some cases it depended on the use (e.g. quantifier versus head use). Often though, non-binominal means of indicating quantity are used or the SN construction remains untranslated. Hence, even though the individual monolingual studies might point out theoretical similarities between two SNs, the parallel corpus does not necessarily confirm this. Differences in semantic prosody preferences and polarity sensitivity help explain the lack of translational equivalence.
It is clear that the case studies presented in this paper need to be complemented with more research on other SNs and other comparisons. In addition, it would be good to incorporate other corpora and make systematic bi-directional comparisons.
